Mixed logical/linear programming (MLLP) is an extension of mixed integer/linear programming (MILP). It can represents the discrete elements of a problem with logical propositions and provides a more natural modeling framework than MILP. It can also have computational advantages, partly because it eliminates integer variables when they serve no purpose, provides alternatives to the traditional continuous relaxation, and applies logic processing algorithms. This paper surveys previous work and attempts to organize ideas associated with MLLP, some old and some new, into a coherent framework. It articulates potential advantages of MLLP's wider choice of modeling and solution options and illustrates some of them with computational experiments.
Introduction
Mixed logical/linear programming (MLLP) is a general approach to formulating and solving optimization problems that have both discrete and continuous elements. It extends mixed integer/linear programming (MILP) by introducing logic-based modeling and solution options. MLLP in no way rejects integer programming and in fact incorporates all of its techniques. Its expanded modeling framework may, however, allow more natural or succinct formulations without sacri cing solution e ciency. Its larger repertory of solution techniques may accelerate solution or even solve problems that are intractable for MILP alone. These techniques include branching strategies, relaxations and logic processing algorithms that are not ordinarily associated with integer programming.
Mixed discrete/continuous problems are traditionally conceived as continuous problems in which some of the variables are restricted to be integers. MLLP permits one to take a di erent view. Rather than embedthe discrete aspects of the problem within a linear programming model, which may not be the most natural approach, one can represent them with logical formulas. MLLP therefore has the option of dispensing with integer variables. Rather than require that a feasible solution satisfy a xed set of inequalities, an MLLP model can contain several alternative sets of inequalities. The logical formulas govern which sets must be satis ed by a feasible solution.
General Form of an MLLP
An introductory discussion is more meaningful if MLLP is given a brief mathematical description. An MLLP model has the form min cx s.t. p j (y h) ! (A j x a j ) j 2 J q i (y h) i 2 I :
The constraint set has a logical part (on the right-hand side of the bar) and a continuous part (on the left).
The logical part consists of formulas q i (y h) that involve atomic propositions y = ( y 1 : : : y n ), which are either true or false. Such a formula might b e q 1 (y h) = y 1 _ y 2 , w h i c h s a ys that y 1 or y 2 (or both)must betrue. There may also besome variables h = (h 1 : : : h m ) that take several discrete values. Thus q i (y h) could be (y 1 _ y 2 )^(h 1 6 = h 2 ), where^means`and.' In general the formulas p j and q i may t a k e any form that is convenient for the purpose at hand, provided that their truth value is a function of the truth values of the propositions y and the values of the discrete variables h. The continuous part associates logical formulas p j (y h) with systems A j x a j of linear inequalities. A system A j x a j is enforced when p j (y h) is true. So the constraints of the following problem in e ect require x to satisfy A 1 x a 1 or A 2 x a 2 (or both). In general, (x y h) is feasible if (y h) m a k es all the logical formulas q i (y h) true, and x satis es the linear systems corresponding to the formulas p j (y h) that (y h) m a k es true.
Solution of an MLLP
The problem (1) can besolved by branching on the truth values of the y j 's and the discrete values of the h j 's. At each node of the search tree, one solves a linear programming problem (LP) containing the constraints that correspond to true p j 's, plus any inequalities added to strengthen the relaxation. A key element of MLLP is to apply a logical inference algorithm to the logical formulas before solving the LP. This may generate valid constraints (constraints satis ed by all feasible solutions) in logical form, and in particular it may x some additional y j 's and h j 's.
An MLLP can therefore be solved in a manner that is analogous to the traditional branchand-cut algorithms used in MILP. There are two primary di erences, however. First, as one descends into the tree, the LP's solved at the nodes are not necessarily de ned by xing certain variables in them. They may a l s o b e d e n e d b y adding new constraints corresponding to formulas that xed variables make true, or by some combination of the two methods.
A second di erence is that at each node of the search tree, the logical part of the constraint set can be processed with its own set of algorithms, in order to generate additional constraints or check for feasibility. These include many of the logic programming and constraint satisfaction techniques that appear in the computer science and arti cial intelligence literatures (discussed below). MLLP therefore provides one means of uniting mathematical programming with methods have b e e n d e v eloped more or less independently in other elds.
Motivation for MLLP
The primary rationale for MLLP is that it brings to mathematical programming greater modeling power and a wider range of solution options. But MLLP also grows out of a rethinking of the role of integer variables.
Traditionally integer variables have in most cases served a modeling function and a relaxation function simultaneously. It is proposed here that these functions beseparated. When integer variables provide the most natural modeling device for certain constraints, e.g. knapsack constraints, they should be used to formulate those constraints. When a certain portion of the constraint set has a useful continuous relaxation when formulated with integer variables, they should be included in that portion of the problem in order to obtain the relaxation.
In other cases, however, inequalities may not provide the most convenient w ay t o f o r m ulate the discrete aspect of the problem. Also their continuous relaxation may be weak, or its e ect may be duplicated by adding a few valid inequalities that involve only the original continuous variables. Furthermore, it will be seen that integer variables may have fractional values in the continuous relaxation even when a feasible solution of the original problem has beenfound. Thus if one branches on integer variables with fractional values, branching may continue unnecessarily.
In such cases, integer modeling may not justify the overhead it incurs. The inclusion of integer variables enlarges the linear programming problems that must besolved at nodes of the search tree. This can be particularly costly when there are many discrete variables, because it may bepossible to process the discrete elements of the constraint set much more rapidly in logical form. A simple constraint propagation algorithm, for example, may have the same ability to detect infeasibility in logical constraints as solving the linear relaxation of their inequality formulation. But its speed may betwo or three orders of magnitude greater, because it need not carry along the data structures and machinery of a linear solver. Other types of logic processing may obtain valid constraints or x variables in ways that are not available in MILP.
The primary drawback of MLLP is that it requires more expertise on the part of the user. It provides more options but presupposes that the user knows how to choose the best one. In particular, if integer variables are not used, then the traditional continuous relaxation is unavailable, and it may be necessary to concoct an alternate relaxation.
Aim of this Paper
The aim here is to explore MLLP as a general and practical approach to solving problems with both discrete and continuous elements. Previous work is drawn together, and an attempt is made to order ideas associated with MLLP, some old and some new, in a coherent framework. The potential advantages of an expanded repertory of modeling and solution options are articulated, and several are illustrated by computational experiments. The logic processing component of MLLP is explored only deeply enough to convey the avor of the ideas, but some expository literature is cited.
Because MLLP is a general approach to continuous/discrete problem solving, a thoroughgoing experimental evaluation would be a massive undertaking, and it is not attempted here. The task would befurther complicated, bothpractically and conceptually, by the fact that MLLP is not a single approach to problem solving but a framework within which s e v eral approaches can be used. As in MILP, its e ectiveness depends on how carefully one designs relaxations and branching schemes to t the problem at hand. The intent here is to provide a broader range of options and to show b y example that at least some of them can be superior to the conventional ones.
The examples include chemical engineering network synthesis problems, warehouse location problems, ow shop scheduling problems, and the \progressive party problem," which is a scheduling problem posed by a yacht party. The last problem is rather frivolous but has attracted a good deal of attention and illustrates several ideas associated with MLLP.
Experience with engineering design problems (e.g., 11, 68] ) suggests that MLLP can be usefully extended to mixed logical/nonlinear programming (MLNLP). This possibility i s not pursued here.
Previous Work
A logic-based approach to operations research w as discussed as early as 1968 in Hammer and Rudeanu's treatise on boolean methods 26]. Granot and Hammer 24] suggested in 1971 the possibility of using boolean methods for integer programming.
The MLLP approach described here was perhaps rst clearly articulated by Jeroslow 43, 44] , who was primarily interested in issues of representability. He viewed discrete variables as arti ces for representing a feasible subset of continuous space, which in the case of an MLLP or MILP model is a union of nitely many polyhedra. From this it follows that MLLP and MILP models are essentially disjunctive programming models. Building on joint w ork with Lowe 45], Jeroslow p r o ved that an MILP model can represent a union of nitely many polyhedra if and only if they have the same recession cone.
In the meantime, Williams 70, 71, 72, 74] , Blair 9, 10] and Hooker 29, 29, 30, 31, 32] explored connections between logic and optimization. Beaumont 7] undertook what is apparently the rst systematic study of MLLP as a solution technique for optimization problems. Drawing on the seminal work of Balas in disjunctive programming 2, 3, 4], he described families of valid inequalities that can be used to create relaxations of disjunctive constraints.
More recently, Hooker argued in 33] that a logic-based approach to optimization, including MLLP, can exploit problem structure in ways that are parallel to traditional polyhedral techniques. Wilson 75, 76, 77] studied logic-based formulations.
It is crucial to demonstrate the practical value of MLLP in a problem domain. This was accomplished largely by Grossmann in the area of chemical process design in a series of papers coauthored with Hooker, Turkay, Yan and particularly Raman 39, 53, 54, 55, 56, 68] . These papers developed some of the key MLLP concepts discussed here. Bollapragada, Ghattas and Hooker also obtained encouraging results in structural design 11].
Other Approaches
It is instructive to contrast MLLP with other approaches that combine discrete and continuous elements.
The mixed logical/linear programming approach of McAloon and Tretko 47, 48] , which is implemented in the system 2LP, combines procedural with declarative programming. The discrete element is represented by a user-supplied script that controls the formulation and solution of LP models that represent the continuous element. This contrasts with the approach to MLLP described here, in which bothelements are modeled in a declarative fashion. The two approaches are not incompatible, however, and 2LP could in fact provide a framework in which to implement the MLLP techniques presented here.
Even pure 0-1 optimization problems have a continuous element in the sense that the constraints are represented by linear inequalities, and it is not obvious how to apply logicbased methods to them. An approach devised by Barth 6] is to derive formulas from the inequalities that can be processed with logical inference methods. Barth's techniques can enhance the logical processing phase of MLLP algorithms.
The work of McAloon, Tretko and Barth is in uenced by s e v eral streams of research that have historically focused on discrete problems but are experimenting with ways to incorporate continuous variables. Logic programming models, introduced by Colmerauer 17] and Kowalski 46] , allow one to formulate a problem in a subset of rst-order logic (Horn clause logic). Recent versions of the logic programming language PROLOG 12, 65], such a s P R OLOG III 18] (and soon IV), incorporate linear programming.
The integration of constraint solving with logic programming is formalized in the constraint logic programming (CLP) scheme of Ja ar and Lassez 41] . It generalizes the \uni cation" step of logical inference methods to encompass constraint solving in general 42] .
CLP provides a framework for integrating constraint satisfaction methods developed in the arti cial intelligence community (and elsewhere) with logic programming ideas 21, 67, 69] . A n umber of systems along this line have been developed in addition to Prolog III, including CLP(R) 41], CAL 1], CHIP 20, 63] , the ILOG solver 50], and other packages 13, 61, 57] . Linear programming has a place in several of these systems. Unlike MLLP, these methods rely to some extent on procedural modeling. They also lack MLLP's emphasis on exploiting problem structure in the generation of valid constraints and relaxations, although the constraint programming literature has shown some interest in exploiting structure (e.g., 22]).
Outline of the Paper
The remainder of the paper begins with a few simple modeling examples (Section 2). Two long sections (3 and 4) respectively discuss relaxations and logic processing algorithms. Section 5 provides a generic algorithm for solving MLLP's, and Section 6 presents models and computational results for four sets of problems. The concluding section attempts to assemble guidelines for modeling and solving problems in an MLLP framework.
Aside from its survey and development of MLLP generally, the speci c contributions of this paper include necessary and su cient conditions for whether an elementary inequality for a disjunction is supporting (Section 3.4), necessary and su cient conditions for integrality of a 0-1 disjunctive representation (Section 3.5), a de nition of optimal separating inequalities (Section 3.7), a completeness proof for multivalent resolution (Section 4.1), and a unit resolution algorithm for multivalent clauses (Section 4.2).
Modeling Examples
A few simple examples will illustrate modeling in MLLP. The \alldi " constraint on the right states that h 1 : : : h n must all take distinct values. Alldi erent constraints are widely used in constraint programming.
Fixed Charges and Semicontinuous Variables

Relaxations
The linear programming problem solved at each node of an MLLP search t r e e p r o vides a lower bound on the optimal value at that node. However, the LP contains only those constraints that are enforced by true propositions. Many logical constraints may therefore be unrepresented in the LP relaxation, which m a y therefore provide a weak bound. When possible it is important to augment the relaxation with additional valid inequalities that represent logical formulas.
This section presents some techniques for obtaining linear relaxations of logical formulas by generating valid inequalities in the continuous variables. We will consider only disjunctive formulas in which e a c h disjunct is an atomic proposition that enforces a linear system: y j ! (A j x a j ) y 1 _ : : : _ y m : (4) An important research question is how relaxations may be written for broader classes of formulas, particularly formulas that contain multivalued discrete variables h j . This matter is being investigated. Some of the valid inequalities that will be presented for disjunctions mimic the e ect of the traditional continuous relaxation of a 0-1 model. The strength and nature of the traditional relaxation is remarkably ill understood, given the degree to which it is used. An analysis of it will therefore comprise an important part of the discussion. 
The Convex Hull
The task at hand is to generate valid inequalities for (4), which can be written _ t2T A t x a t : (5) The feasible set is a union of jTj polyhedra, and a description of the convex hull of this union is the best possible linear relaxation of the formula.
In some cases the convex hull is so large that even the bestpossible relaxation is poor or useless. If for example x is bounded 0 x m, it is not uncommon for the convex hull of (5) to ll most or all of the box described by 0 x m. A notorious example of this arises in scheduling problems. If operations 1 and 2 begin at times x 1 and x 2 and last 2 minutes, one imposes the disjunctive constraint
to ensure that one occurs after the other. The upper bounds m represent the latest time at which an operation could be scheduled and therefore may be much larger than 2. The dashed line in Fig. 1 encloses the convex hull when m = (10 10). In this case the best possible relaxation is given by x 1 + x 2 2, x 1 + x 2 18 and 0 x j 10. This is not much di erent than 0 x j 10 and is probably useless in practice.
Disjunctive and Dual Inequalities
A relaxation of (5) t2T fu t a t g (6) for (5), where the maximum is componentwise. Theorem 1 clearly implies that if x 0, every valid inequality is dominated by a disjunctive inequality (6) . The strength and usefulness of a disjunctive inequality (6) depends radically on the choice of surrogates. One could in principle generate disjunctive inequalities to de ne every facet of the convex hull, but this is often impractical. The task of obtaining a good relaxation for (5) is in essence the task of choosing multipliers u t judiciously.
One initially attractive choice for u t is given by the solution of a dual problem. Each surrogate should ideally give the bestpossible boundon the objective function cx. That is, u t should be chosen so that the minimum value of cx subject to u t A t x u t a t is maximized.
The desired u t is easily seen to be the optimal solution of the LP dual of minfcx j A t x a t g, where u t is the vector of dual variables. (To put it di erently, the surrogate dual for linear programming is identical to the LP dual 23].)
The di culty with this approach i s t h a t b e c a u s e A t x a t is only a small part of the original constraint s e t , it may have no coupling with the objective function. That is, the variables x j that have nonzero coe cients in cx may have zero coe cients in A t x a t , and vice-versa. This means that cx provides no information to guide the choice of u t , a situation that is in fact common in practice.
A possible remedy is to include more constraints in the problem whose dual is solved, so 
where (u t u ) are the dual variables as shown. An optimal solution of the dual supplies a reasonable set of multipliers u t for the disjunctive inequality (6) .
Unfortunately this approach appears to be impractical, because (7) is generally a large LP. Computational results reported in Section 6.2 suggest that it is very time consuming to solve the dual of (7) for each disjunct. The remaining discussion will therefore focus on much faster mechanisms for choosing e ective m ultipliers u t .
Elementary Inequalities
The most common sort of disjunctive constraint (5) is one in which each disjunct is a single inequality, _ t2T a t x t : (8) where it is assumed that 0 x m. Beaumont 7] showed how to generate a valid inequality for (8) that is equivalent to the continuous relaxation of the traditional 0-1 formulation of (8 
Theorem 2 (Beaumont) The elementary inequality (11) is equivalent to the continuos relaxation of (9) . That is, the feasible set of (11) and 0 x m is equal to the projection of the feasible set of the continuous relaxation of (9) onto the x-space. One can also prove e q u i v alence by applying Fourier elimination to (9) in order to eliminate y. It is easy to show that (11) and 0 x m are the resulting inequalities.
A similar technique obtains elementary inequalities for all logical formulas that are expressible as knapsack constraints, dy y t ! (a t x t ) t 2 T 0 x m (12) where d 0. The 0-1 representation of (12) 
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(a) This is in general weaker than the continuous relaxation of (13), however. If
example, (13) forces all the disjuncts to hold, where (14) only forces a linear combination of them to hold.
In many cases a better lower bound than that in (10) can be obtained for a t x, resulting in a stronger inequality. One method is to minimize a t x subject to each of the other disjuncts and 0 x m and pick the smallest of the minimum values. M t is therefore chosen so that t ; M t = m i n t 0 6 =t n min x fa t x j a t 0 x t 0 0 x mg o : (15) The computation involved is negligible. Consider for example the following constraint s e t , whose feasible set is the shaded area in ( 1 2), which yields the stronger inequality x 1 + x 2 1. This is a supporting inequality in the sense that it de nes a supporting hyperplane for the feasible set.
Even when (15) is used to compute M t , the resulting inequality m a y fail to be supporting.
Consider the constraints (Fig. 3 ), (;x 1 + 2 x 2 2) _ (2x 1 ; x 2 2) 0 x j 2: When the inequalities a t x t in (12) are replaced by systems of inequalities A t x a t , many elementary inequalities are required to achieve the e ect of the traditional relaxation.
Let each system A t x a t consist of inequalities A ti x a t i for i 2 I t . The 0-1 formulation is A t x a t ; M t (1 ; y t ) t 2 T 0 x m dy y t 2 f 0 1g t 2 T : (16) Here M t is an array such that for each i 2 I t , a t i ; M t i is a lower bound on A ti x. Repeated applications of Fourier elimination reveal that the projection of the feasible set of (16) onto the x-space is described by the set of inequalities of the form, Elementary inequalities may therefore be impractical when the y t 's correspond to systems of inequalities. In such cases one can use optimal separating inequalities (described below) or the traditional relaxation.
Supporting Elementary Inequalities
The example of Fig. 3 shows that an elementary inequality can fail to be supporting. In such cases it is a simple matter to increase its right-hand side until it supports the feasible set, thus obtaining a strengthened elementary inequality. In fact there is a closed-form formula for the best possible right-hand side. The formula allow s o n e t o c heck easily whether a given elementary inequality i s supporting, and when it is not, to improve upon the traditional continuous relaxation the inequality represents.
Figures 2 and 3 may suggest that a disjunction a 1 x 1 _a 2 x 2 produces a supporting elementary inequality if and only if the vectors a 1 a 2 subtend an acute angle, and that a similar relationship might bediscovered for more than two disjuncts. A third example reveals that the situation is more complicated than this. Figure 4 shows the feasible set for (;3x 1 + x 2 ; 3) _ (;x 2 ; 1)
The elementary inequality (a) is 3x 1 + 2 x 2 12, which is supporting even though (;3 1) and (0 ;1) subtend an obtuse angle.
A more adequate analysis goes as follows. Let bx be any valid inequality for the disjunction (8), such as an elementary inequality, such that the inequality de nes a supporting hyperplane of the feasible set of (8) . Then is the smallest of the minimum values obtained by minimizing bx subject to each of the disjuncts a t x t . That is, = min t2T t (17) where t = min n bx j a t x t 0 x m o :
The computation of t is simpli ed if b 0, because in this case the upper bounds x m can be ignored. To this end one can introduce the change of variable,
The strengthened elementary inequality i n t e r m s o f x, namelybx ^ , c a n n o w be computed, whereb j = jb j j. The right-hand side of bx can then be recovered from (17) (17), (18) and (22).
Integral 0-1 Representations
The traditional continuous relaxation of a disjunctive constraint may permit fractional solutions even when the original disjunction is satis ed. This means that a traditional branchand-bound method can keep branching even when a feasible solution has been discovered. It is therefore best to check disjunctions (as well as other logical constraints) directly for feasibility, as done in MLLP. The 0-1 formulation of the disjunction (5) (24) and e = ( 1 : : : 1). The claim is that when x is xed to some value x, an extreme point solution y = y of (23) The continuous relaxation of (23) The idea can be de ned in general as follows. Let P x be the set of points y that satisfy the continuous relaxation of (23) when x is xed to x. Let the continuous relaxation of (23) be integral if for every ( x y) satisfying (23) such that y is an extreme point o f P x , y is integral.
The following characterizes integral relaxations. A disjunct of (5) is redundant when its feasible set lies within that of another disjunct. Obviously, redundant disjuncts can be dropped without e ect.
Theorem 4 Suppose that the disjunction (5) contains no redundant disjuncts, that 0 x M t , and that M t satis es (23) for t 2 T. For t t 0 2 T with t 6 = t 0 de ne y tt 0 = max n y t j M t y t A t x ; a t + M t A t 0 x a t 0 0 x m y t 1 o :
Then the continuous relaxation of (23) (27) It is convenient to let S t bethe feasible set for disjunct t 2 T i.e., S t = fx j A t x a t 0 x mg. For x 2 S t 0 de ne y tt 0 ( x) = max n y t j A t x a t ; M t (1 ; y t ) y t 1 o : (28) Claim. For any x 2 S t 0 and any t 6 = t 0 , y tt 0 ( x) = m a x y fy t j y 2 P x g : (29) Proof of claim. It su ces to show that any y t that is feasible in (29) is feasible in (28), and vice-versa. The former is obvious. To show the latter, let y t be feasible in (27) . To see that it is feasible in (29) , set y t 0 = 1 ; y t and y t 00 = 0 f o r t 00 6 = t t 0 . It is enough to show A t 00 x a t 00 ; M t 00 (1 ; y t 00 )
for all t 00 2 T. But (30) holds for t 00 = t by stipulation. It holds for t 00 = t 0 because x 2 S t 0 , and it holds for t 00 6 = t t 0 by de nition of M t 00 . This proves the claim. Now suppose that y tt 0 > 0 for some t t 0 with t 6 = t 0 . Because the disjunct t 0 is not redundant, S t 0 is nonempty, and one can choose any x 1 2 S t 0 and note that y tt 0 ( x 1 ) > 0. Again because disjunct t 0 is not redundant, one can choose x 2 2 S t 0 n S t and note that y tt 0 ( x 2 ) < 1. There exists a convex combination x 2 S t 0 of x 1 and x 2 with 0 < y tt 0 ( x) < 1, so that y tt 0 ( x) is not integral. But (29) implies that some y with y t = y tt 0 ( x) is an extreme point o f P x . It follows that (23) is not integral.
For the converse, suppose that y tt 0 = 0 for all pairs t t 0 with t 6 = t 0 . It su ces to show that for any x satisfying (5), any given extreme point y of P x is integral. If it is supposed that x 2 S t 0 , the following can be stated. max fy t 0 j y 2 P x g = 1 max fy t j y 2 P x g = 0 t 6 = t 0 :
The rst is due simply to the fact that x 2 S t 0 . By the above claim, the second is equivalent to y tt 0 ( x) = 0 , w h i c h is implied by the fact y tt 0 = 0 . Now (31) implies that P x is a line segment of unit length extending from the origin in a positive direction along the y t 0 axis. Thus any extreme point y 2 P x is integral, which means that (23) (32) for every t t 0 2 T with t 6 = t 0 .
The conditions in Theorem 4 and Corollary 1 are quite strict. In fact, Corollary 2 The continuous relaxation of (23) is integral only if the feasible sets described b y the disjuncts of (5) are disjoint.
Proof. Suppose two of the feasible sets intersect, e.g. those corresponding to disjuncts t and t 0 . Then y t (t 0 ) = 1, which violates the condition of the theorem. 2
Not even disjoint feasible sets are su cient for integrality, as the above example shows. Furthermore, Corollary 1 and (15) imply that when there are two disjuncts containing one inequality each, (23) is integral only if the feasible sets of the disjuncts are vertices or other faces of the box 0 x m. Corollary 2 implies that the faces must also be disjoint.
3.6 Beaumont's Inequalities Beaumont 7 ] i d e n ti ed a class of facet-de ning inequalities for disjunctive constraints in which each disjunct consists of a single inequality, as in (8) . They are facet-de ning in the sense that, under certain conditions, they de ne facets of the convex hull of the feasible set of (8) . Unfortunately, these conditions are often unsatis ed, which limits the usefulness of the inequalities.
Beaumont's approach is essentially a reasonable method for choosing multipliers u t so as to generate a disjunctive inequality (6) . He rst incorporates the bounds x m into the disjunction (8) (36) , which yields the useless inequality 3 x 1 + 2 x 2 ; 2.
The underlying di culty is that Beaumont's approach has no mechanism for detecting which corner of the box 0 x m should be cut o from the feasible set.
Optimal Separating Inequalities
When valid inequalities are added to the linear constraint set, there is always the possibility that most of them will never play a role in the solution process. That is, the relaxations may provide the same bounds even of most of the inequalities are removed. This is true of the traditional continuous relaxation of an MILP model, for example. The relaxation is nothing other than a set of valid inequalities, most of which are generally inactive in the solution of the relaxation.
This phenomenon can be avoided by generating only separating inequalities, which are valid inequalities that are violated by the current solution of the inequality constraints.
It is straightforward to state a small LP problem whose solution identi es an separating inequality for a disjunction if and only if one exists. Thus if no separating inequality is found, the current solution is known to lie within the convex hull of the feasible set. In this case, branching is necessary to obtain a feasible solution, unless of course the current solution is already feasible. The inequality i s optimal in the sense that it is chosen to maximize the amount by which the current solution violates it. Unlike Beaumont's and elementary inequalities, this sort of inequality can be generated when the disjuncts contain more than one inequality.
Suppose that the solution x of the current LP is to beseparated from the feasible set of the disjunctive constraint (5). Any upper bounds x m should be incorporated into each disjunct of (5). Because any disjunctive inequality i s d e n e d b y a choice of multipliers u t , a n LP model can be formulated so as to nd a set of u t 's that de ne an inequality bx (5) 4]. That is, when s ; s 0 = 0 , the projection of the feasible set of (38) onto the x-space is the convex hull of the feasible set of (5). (This is related to the fact, observed by Williams 73] , that the dual of the dual of a disjunctive programming problem is the convex hull representation of the problem.) The problem (38) therefore seeks a point P t2T x t in the convex hull that is closest to x, as measured by the rectilinear distance.
An optimal separating inequality can besuperior to a supporting elementary inequality. Consider the example of Fig. 4 The solution of (37) for x = ( 1 1) is = ; The optimal separating inequality need not be facet-de ning, however. If the convex hull of the disjunction is the box de ned by 0 x j m for j = 1 2, the optimal separating inequality for x = ( 2 2) is x 1 + x 2 2.
Optimal separating inequalities are roughly analogous to the optimal disjunctive cuts used in the lift-and-project method of Balas, Ceria and Cornuejols 5]. One di erence is that lift-andproject cuts involve i n teger variables. Another is that they are derived from disjunctions of the form y j = 0 _ y j = 1 . Optimal separating inequalities may bederived from any disjunction, and they are valid only in those portions of the search tree where the disjunction is valid. Optimal separating inequalities have not beenevaluated computationally, but the success of lift-and-project cuts suggests that an evaluation is worthwhile.
Logic Processing
Logic processing can be understood as the derivation of logical implications from the constraint set. It generates valid logic constraints, which are formulas q(h y) that are implied by the set S of formulas q i (y h) in the model i.e., all truth values of y and discrete values of h that make the formulas in S true also make q(h y) t r u e .
Valid logic constraints are derived by inference algorithms that may also go by the name of constraint propagation, preprocessing, etc. Feasibility checking is a special case of inference, because a set of formulas is unsatis able if and only if they imply a logical contradiction, such as x j: x j .
Cutting plane algorithms are actually special cases of inference algorithms. An inequality can be viewed as a formula that is true when it is satis ed. A cutting plane for a constraint s e t S is an inequality that is satis ed by all integer points that are feasible in S, and it is therefore an implication of S. Logic processing algorithms can therefore be viewed as logical analogs of cutting plane algorithms.
The advantage of logic processing is that it can reduce backtracking. It may, for example, determine that the logical constraint set is infeasible and thereby prune the search t r e e a t t h e current node. It may also generate valid logic constraints that will prune the search tree at a later time. Suppose, for example, that the formulas x 1 _ x 100 x 1 _ : x 100 (39) are among the logical constraints. Obviously x 1 can befalse in no feasible solution. Yet if one branches on the variables in the order x 1 : : : x 100 and takes the branch x 1 = false rst, one could conceivably search all 2 100 ;1 nodes in the corresponding subtree before discovering that x 1 must be true. However, if the valid logic constraint x 1 had been derived from (39), the subtree could have been eliminated immediately.
A theory to support this view of constraint generation has been developed in the constraint satisfaction literature. Generating the constraint x 1 , for example, is viewed as increasing the degree of \consistency" of the constraint set, which in turn reduces backtracking. Consistency is not feasibility, a s t h e w ord may suggest, but is roughly analogous to integrality in a polyhedral setting, because a totally consistent constraint set can be solved without backtracking. There is no space to present this theory here, but an expository development written for mathematical programmers is available in 36].
In the context of MLLP, generating valid logic constraints has another advantage. It may be possible to de ne relaxations for the logic constraints in the continuous part of the model, thereby strengthening the overall relaxation.
The discussion here will belimited to three types of inference algorithms that are useful for logic processing: resolution, a simple form of constraint propagation, and the derivation of \1-cuts" for knapsack constraints. In general one does not carry any of these algorithms to completion. It is usually best to generate a f e w implications that seem most useful for the problem at hand.
Valid (and nonvalid) logic constraints can also bederived from the special structure of a problem, much as is done for polyhedral cuts. These constraints may b e v alid or nonvalid and are discussed brie y below. It is pointless to resolve the rst three clauses on h 2 , because this produces the tautology, (h 1 2 f 1 2 3 4g) _ (x 2 2 f 1g):
Resolution
To apply the resolution algorithm to a set S of multivalent clauses, nd a subset of S whose resolvent M is implied by no clause in S, and add M to S. Continue until no further clauses can be added to S.
The multivalent resolution algorithm derives all multivalent clauses that are valid logic constraints for a given set of multivalent clauses. The proof of the theorem uses the idea of Quine's original proof for ordinary resolution. 
They must respectively be implied by clauses M 1 M 2 2 S 0 because they are longer than (40) .
This means that the resolvent o f M 1 M 2 on h k implies (40) . So by construction of the resolution algorithm, S 0 contains a clause that implies (40), contrary to hypothesis. 2
The proof of the theorem shows that it su ces in principle to generate resolvents only of pairs of clauses.
Resolution can be generalized so as to obtain all valid constraints in the form of 0-1 knapsack constraints (discussed in Section 4.3 below) for a system of such constraints 31]. Barth 6] specialized this approach to obtain constraint generation techniques for extended clauses of the form P j2J x j k. These inequalities seem to be a useful compromise between 0-1 inequalities and logical clauses, because they retain some of the expressiveness of the former and are yet amenable to logic processing.
Constraint Propagation
Unit resolution, also known as forward chaining, provides a fast and very useful constraint propagation algorithm for logical clauses. It is the same as full resolution except that one of the parents of a resolvent i s a l w ays a unit clause. For example, unit resolution xes y 1 to true in the following clause set. Full resolution xes y 1 to true, but unit resolution does nothing because there are no unit clauses to start with. Unit resolution is e cient, however, as it runs in O(nL) time, if there are n variables and L literals, and it tends to be very fast in practice. Let g Else let J i = J i n f tg. g g g g Figure 6 : A u n i t r esolution algorithm for extended clauses.
Unit resolution is easily generalized to broader classes of formulas. It is adapted to extended clauses in Fig. 6 . A v ersion for multivalent clauses and all-di erent constraints appears in Fig. 7 .
Unit resolution is a complete inference algorithm for certain classes of clauses, such as Horn clauses, renamable Horn clauses, extended Horn clauses, etc. 14, 15, 16, 60, 66] . No known structural property of a clause set is necessary and su cient for the completeness of unit resolution.
Unit resolution has the same inferential power as linear programming, in the following remaining clauses can be satis ed by setting each y j = 1 =2.
Although LP duplicates the e ect of unit resolution, the latter is preferable for logic processing because it is much faster.
Knapsack Constraints
The familiar 0-1 knapsack constraint dy , where each y j 2 f 0 1g, can also be regarded as a logical formula that is true when the sum over b j for which y j is true is at least . Boolean functions of this form are called threshold functions and are studied in the electrical engineering literature 62]. They are di cult to process logically, but they can beused to generate logic constraints in the form of clauses and extended clauses, which are easily manipulated. For example, the logical clauses implied by a knapsack constraint are identical to the well-known \covering inequalities" for the constraint, and their derivation is straightforward (e.g., 24]).
It may be more e ective, however, to infer extended clauses. Although it is hard to derive all the extended clauses that are implied by a constraint, it is easy to derive all 1- The rst cut could bedeleted if desired, because it is redundant of the second. 1-cuts and related cuts are discussed further in 37].
Structural Logic Constraints
An intuitive understanding of a problem can suggest logic constraints even when no further valid inequalities are easily identi ed. Logic constraints can be de ned in a more general sense that permits them to be nonvalid.
Let (y h) befeasible in (1) For example, the formulas :y 1 and :y 2 are quasi-valid logic constraints for (44) . They are nonvalid because they exclude the feasible points (1 0 0) (1 1 0).
A Generic Branching Algorithm
A generic branching algorithm for MLLP appears in Fig. 9 . For simplicity it assumes that the propositions p j in (1) are atomic propositions y j , w h i c h is the case for all the problems solved in the next section. When branching xes y j to true or false, the formula y j or :y j is added to the set Q of logical formulas q i (y h). When h j is xed to v, the domain D j of h j is reduced to fvg. Again for simplicity, it is assumed that one branches on h j by setting it to one value at a time, but one could branch b y partitioning its domain into subsets containing more than one element.
Logic processing is applied to Q at each node. It may change the content of Q or remove elements from some D j 's. Linear relaxations of formulas in Q are added to the set L of linear inequalities, if desired.
If Q or L is infeasible, the algorithm backtracks. Otherwise the solution x of the LP relaxation will in general satisfy certain constraint s e t s A j x a j and not others. If proposition y j is not already xed to true or false, it is temporarily assumed true if x satis es A j x a j and false otherwise. If an un xed y j corresponds to an empty constraint set, it can begiven a default temporary value that applies until it is xed otherwise. If the values of the y j 's and h j 's, including the temporary values, make the formulas in Q true, x is a feasible solution. Otherwise optimal separating inequalities are added to L if desired. If there are no separating inequalities, a variable is chosen for branching.
Traditional branch-and-cut for mixed 0-1 problems can be seen as a special case of the algorithm of Fig. 9 by formally expressing the problem as follows. 
Some Examples
Examples from four application areas are formulated and solved. The aim is to illustrate how to choose between a traditional integer programming approach and other MLLP options for a given problem. An attempt was made to choose problems with the avor or complexity of real applications, although the warehouse location problem is somewhat stylized. Each problem is formulated as an MLLP without any i n teger variables and as a traditional MILP. Both are solved with the generic algorithm of Fig. 9 , which in the case of an MILP reduces to traditional branch-and-cut. The simplest possible algorithm is used in either case, in order to isolate the e ect of the speci c MLLP features illustrated by e a c h problem.
For logic-based models, the generic algorithm of Fig. 9 is eshed out as follows. The search tree is traversed in depth-search manner, so that memory requirements for the tree are modest. The branching rule is to branch on the rst propositional variable in the rst unsatis ed logical formula. Logic processing consists of the unit resolution algorithms of Figs. 6 and 7. The logical formulas were represented in the same data structure used to provide inequality constraints to CPLEX. The relaxation of logical formulas varies from case to case, as described below. The code is written in C and compiled with the Sun C compiler version 1.1 with optimization. The tests were conducted on a SPARC Station 330 running SUN OS version 4.1.1 and with xx megabytes memory. The LP relaxations were solved by CPLEX version 3.0.
The MILP algorithm is a straightforward branch-and-bound procedure. The branching rule is to branch o n a v ariable whose value in the relaxation is nearest 1/2. The LP relaxations were solved with the same CPLEX routine.
Run times and node counts for version 2.1 of the CPLEX MILP code are also reported. It is argued in 35], however, that comparison with a commercial code may provide limited insight. The many features of a commercial code make it di cult to isolate which a r e responsible for performance di erences. 
A Flow Shop Problem
A s c heduling problem that frequently occurs in chemical processing is a ow shop problem with zero-wait transfer. There are several jobs, each representing a batch of some reagent. Each job is processed on several machines (reactors). The machines are always visited in the same order, but a given job may skip some of the machines. When a job's processing is completed on one machine, it must move immediately to the next machine in its sequence. The objective is to minimize makespan. Let J i be the set of machines on which j o b i is processed, and d ij the processing time for job i on machine j. If t i is the start time for job i, the job is completed at time
It is necessary to make sure that two jobs i k are not scheduled to be in process at the same In this case one can anticipate that the logic-based formulation (45) is best, for two reasons: a) the MILP representation of the disjunctions is not integral, and b) the linear relaxation of 0-1 scheduling constraints is weak (as discussed in Section 3.1), so that there is little to be lost in forfeiting it. If there are m jobs and n machines, eliminating integer variables reduces the numberofvariables in the LP relaxation from 2m + mn to 2m.
The nonintegrality of the MILP representation follows from Corollary 1, which implies that it is integral if and only if max ft k ; t i j t i ; t k r ki (0 0) (t i t k ) (m i m k )g = r ki ; M ki max ft i ; t k j t k ; t i r ik (0 0) (t i t k ) (m i m k )g = r ik ; M ik : (47) De ning M ki M ik by (15) yields (M ki M ik ) = ( r ki + m k r ik + m i ). Also it is easy to see that the two maxima in (47) are respectively equal to ;r ki and ;r ik . So (47) implies that the MILP representation is integral if and only if (r ki r ik ) = ( m k m i ), which does not occur in practice.
Three ow shop problems that represent process scheduling problems in a chemical plant 56] were solved, and the results appear in Table 1 . The logic-based approach generated about 60% as many nodes as MILP and used less than half as much time pernode. It ran 3 to 4 times as fast as MILP on these problems.
A Processing Network Design Problem
Another common problem in chemical engineering is the design (\synthesis") of processing networks. For instance, one may wish to separate the components (A, B, C, D) of a mixture by passing it through various distillation units, as illustrated in Fig. 10 . Each unit separates the input mixture into two streams as indicated. The volumes of the outputs are xed proportions of the input. Clearly some of the units in the network of Fig. 10 are redundant. The problem is to choose units and ow v olumes so as to minimize xed and variable costs, subject to capacity and volume constraints. Such problems can involve processes other than distillation and are often complicated by recycling of streams and waste heat, the latter typically resulting in a nonlinear model that is not discussed here. In some problems the volume of streams into and out of the network are semicontinuous variables.
Let E be the set of directed arcs in the network. The network contains a set I of unit nodes, which represent processing units, and a set J of structural nodes, at which no unit is present a n d o w is conserved. The ow o n a r c ( i j) i s x ij and incurs a unit cost of c ij , t ypically negative on output ows to indicate revenue. The xed cost of unit i is f i and its capacity is k i . Flow x ij on arc (i j) is ij times the total input to unit i. x ij (52) where M i is an upper bound on the ow out of unit i. This inequality is easily seen to de ne a facet of the convex hull of the disjunction. There are also some useful quasi-valid logic constraints. Note in Fig. 10 that one should not install a distillation unit unless at least one adjacent upstream unit is installed, and all adjacent downstream units are installed. For example, unit 3 should not beinstalled unless unit 1 is installed, nor should unit 5 be installed unless both units 8 and 10 are present. This produces the logic constraints y 3 ! y 1 y 5 ! (y 8 y 10 ) which can be written as three clauses, y 1 _ : y 3 :y 5 _ y 8 :y 5 _ y 10 : (53) These constraints are nonvalid because there is nothing infeasible about installing a unit that carries no ow. One might suspect that a branch-and-bound search would not consider such spurious solutions, so that the constraints (53) would have no e ect. Experience reported in 39, 54] , however, shows that they can be very e ective, a fact that is con rmed here.
Although the linear relaxation of the MILP model can be duplicated with elementary inequalities, and quasi-valid logic constraints are available, there is reason to believe a logicbased approach is slightly worse than MILP. O n c e v alid inequalities are added, the logic-based LP is actually slightly larger than the MILP model. The nonvalid logic constraints, although To generate elementary inequalities, the formula is written as two inequalities. P i y i k P i y 0 i k:
Elementary inequalities of the form (12) for these are respectively, P i z i =f i k P ij x ij =M i n ; k where n is the numberofpotential units.
Experimental results for two 5-component and two 6-component problems studied in 54] are displayed in Table 2 . The second 5-component problem xes the total number of units to 4, and the second 6-component problem xes it to 5. The solution methods are grouped by the strength of the formulation. The problems are rst solved with pure MLLP branching, without any relaxation of the disjunctive constraints. The very poor results in the rst column of the table indicate the importance of using relaxations. The next column illustrates the expense of generating dual inequalities, as discussed in Section 3.2.
The next three columns of the table compare MLLP, MILP and CPLEX using relaxations that have the strength of the traditional continuous relaxation of the original problem in the MLLP case, this requires the elementary inequalities (52) . The next column adds the logic constraints described above to the MLLP model but not their relaxations. The last three columns add logic constraints to the MILP and CPLEX models and elementary relaxations of them to the MLLP model. Table 3 : Node counts and computation times in seconds for 10-process and 38-process network synthesis problems.
The results suggest that adding nonvalid logic constraints can bring a substantial improvement in an MILP context. They also reduce the numberof nodes generated by the CPLEX MILP routine, which indicates that their employment does not merely duplicate the action of the CPLEX preprocessor. Experiments reported in 54] provide a similar indication for the OSL preprocessor. As predicted, MILP is slightly better than a logic-based approach.
The use of propositional variables is highly advantageous, however, for representing semicontinuous variables are added to the problem. As noted earlier, the 0-1 representation is nonintegral, and any c o n tinuous relaxation of it is useless.
The 10-process and a 38-process problem described in 59] were solved. All the valid constraints described above w ere used, except that relaxations for the nonvalid logic constraints were omitted form the logic-based model. The results appear in Table 3 . The 10-process problem has 3 semicontinuous variables, and the 38-process problem has 7. Di erent v ersions of the problem were obtained by v arying the time horizon and the placement o f i n tervals.
The results show that a logical representation of semicontinuity roughly halves the computation time, even though semicontinuity a c c o u n ts for only about half the discrete variables. A reasonable approach for these problems would therefore be to use the traditional approach for everything except the semicontinuous variables. The MLLP framework provides this kind of exibility.
The CPLEX preprocessor eliminated most of the rows and columns of the 38-process problems (but not the 10-process problems) and therefore obtained superior performance on these problems. It is impossible to analyze this result without detailed knowledge of the preprocessor. Perhaps the operation that proved so e ective could be added to the MLLP algorithm.
A Warehouse Location Problem
A simple warehouse location problem is to choose a set of warehouses of limited capacity so as to serve a set of demand points while minimizing xed and transport costs. Let Table 4 : Node counts, computation times in seconds, and seconds per node for warehouse location problems.
slower than MILP. The 1-cuts are therefore useful, but as predicted, one should use them in a traditional MILP relaxation. Problems 1-6 in the table were solved to test the hypothesis that 1-cuts have greater e ect when the problem is more tightly constrained, as roughly indicated by the ratio of total warehouse capacity to total demand. The problems are identical except for the warehouse capacity. There are 7 demand points with demands 4,5,6,7,8,9,10. The data tend to con rm the hypothesis.
The Progressive Party Problem
The nal problem to be considered is a scheduling problem posed by a \progressive party" that was organized at a yachting rally in England. The problem gained some notoriety when a group of mathematical programmers and constraint programmers found it to be intractable for the former and soluble by the latter, albeit with some manual intervention 64].
In a progressive party, the object is for the crews of a eet of yachts to visit a subset of yachts and mingle with the other crews. The visiting crews move to di erent boats at the end of each phase of the party. Presumably to simplify the provision of refreshments and so forth, the number of host yachts should be small.
The problem can be more precisely de ned as follows. A s e t I of boats is given. Each b o a t i occupied by a crew of c i persons and has space for K i persons on board. The problem is to minimize the number of host boats. Each crew i visits a di erent host boat h it in each period t, unless it is itself a host, indicated by the truth of proposition i . In the latter case h it = i for all t. To encourage mingling, no pair of visiting crews are permitted to meet more than once. The proposition m ijt is true when non-host crews i and j visit the same boat in period t.
For checking capacity constraints it is convenient to de ne a proposition v ijt that is true when h it = j. The only propositions that enforce linear inequality constraints are the i 's, which force z i = 1 when true. The logic-based formulation was augmented with a simple logic constraint that requires the number of host boats to be no less than the number of periods: X i2I i j Tj: (57) This was represented by an elementary inequality in the LP relaxation at each node. As in the warehouse location problem, there is a valid knapsack constraint that ensures there is enough capacity to meet total demand: X i2I K i i X i2I c i : (58) An elementary inequality for this was added to the LP relaxation. 1-cuts were also generated for (58) and their relaxations added to the LP. Elementary inequalities were not generated for the knapsack constraints (55d). The logic processing was achieved by a section of code that in e ect implements the unit resolution algorithms of Figs. 6 and 7.
The MILP model was also augmented with the logic constraints (57) . There was no need to add (58) because it is a linear combination of the other constraints.
The logic-based model (55) is not only simpler but has a substantial computational advantage. This is primarily because of the huge numberof discrete variables, which are more e ciently processed in the logical part of the problem.
The computational results appear in Table 5 . Due to the di culty of the problem, only the CPLEX implementation of MILP was used. It was run with a feature that identi es specially ordered sets (sosscan), because MLLP's processing of propositional variables that are not associated with linear constraint sets can be viewed as incorporating the advantage of using type 1 specially ordered sets. Computation was terminated after 20,000 nodes, without nding an integer solution. Table 5 : Node counts, computation times in seconds, and seconds per node for the progressive party problem.
The original problem described in 64] had 29 boats and 6 periodsandwas solved by the ILOG Solver, but only after specifying exactly which boatswere to serve as hosts, and even then only after manual intervention. The authors of 64] report that XPRESSMP solved an MILP model of the problem with 15 boats and 4 periods, but only after specifying that only Both solution methods could no doubt beimproved with more intelligent branching and other devices. But the underlying computational advantage of a logical representation is clear and is due primarily to a much smaller LP relaxation and the speed of logic processing.
Conclusions
We conclude that the larger repertory of modeling and solution options in MLLP can, if judiciously chosen, provide a more exible modeling environment than MILP alone, without sacri cing solution e ciency and in some cases substantially improving it.
We attempt here to collect some rough guidelines for choosing the options, based on computational experience to date. The basic issue addressed is what part of the constraint set should begiven a logical formulation, and what part should beembedded in the linear model with the help of integer variables. It is assumed throughout that constraints with purely continuous variables appear in the continuous portion of the model.
Because the formulas p j of (1) all have the form y j in the problems solved, the discussion here assumes that they have this form. In general some propositions y j enforce one or more linear inequality constraints when they are true, and others do not. It is convenient to refer to the former as linked and the latter as unlinked.
As a general rule, constraints should receive the most convenient formulation, unless one of the considerations to follow indicates otherwise. For example, a 0-1 knapsack constraint ax (where some coe cients a j are other than 0, 1, ;1) should be written as a 0-1 inequality. Constraints with a logical avor, however, should normally be appear in logical form. These might include disjunctions, implications, etc. Constraints that contain primarily unlinked propositions in their logical form should normally be written in that form. It is likely that logic processing is as useful as solving the linear relaxation of the 0-1 formulation it is equivalent when the logical formulas are clauses. The advantage of a logical formulation can be substantial when there are a large number of unlinked propositions, as illustrated by the progressive party problem. For constraints that contain primarily linked propositions in their logical formulation, the best treatment depends on the nature of the relaxation.
{ If there is no good linear relaxation, as in the case of the ow job scheduling disjunctions and the semicontinuous variables discussed earlier, then the constraints should receive a logical formulation. In this case the overhead of using integer variables is unjusti ed.
{ If a good linear relaxation exists, the following considerations apply. If the continuous relaxation of the 0-1 formulation can be duplicated or improved upon using a small number of (strengthened) elementary cuts or other cuts, then the logical formulation should be used, and the cuts added to the LP. Examples of this were given in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. If the cuts required to duplicate the continuous relaxation are too numerous or unavailable, then the constraints should receive a traditional 0-1 f o r m ulation. This was the situation in the warehouse location and process network design problems (aside from the semicontinuous variables in the latter).
{ It may b e a d v antageous to use both a logical and a 0-1 formulation, so as to apply logic processing to the former and obtain a relaxation from the latter.
If the 0-1 representation is nonintegral, this argues against it, becausebranching may continue unnecessarily. The ow shop problems and semicontinuous variables serve as examples. Any logic cuts (valid or nonvalid) that can be identi ed are probably useful. Examples of these include the nonvalid cuts generated for the network design problems and the 1-cuts used in the warehouse and party problems. Logic cuts can be represented in logical form, 0-1 form, or both, depending on factors already discussed. Optimal separating cuts have not beentested computationally, but the success of separating cuts and lift-and-project cuts (to which they are analogous) suggests that they could be useful. It may also be bene cial to use Benders cuts, which can be generalized to a logic-based setting 34]. It may be possible to construct useful linear relaxations of common logical formulas that contain multivalued discrete variables (other than integer variables), such as all-di erent constraints. This issue is now under investigation.
A software package based on MLLP would probably require more expertise that existing ones based on MILP. Ultimately, h o wever, a large class of combinatorial problems may always require a certain amount of expertise for their solution. The issue is how m uch u s e r i n tervention is appropriate. It seems unreasonable to restrict oneself to automatic routines in generalpurpose solvers when some simple additional devices may obtain solutions that are otherwise o u t o f r e a c h. At the other extreme, it is impractical to invest in every new problem the years of research e ort that have been lavished on traveling salesman and job shop scheduling problems. MLLP is designed to present a compromise between these two extremes.
